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QUESTION 1

A DevOps engineer is deploying a new version of a company\\'s application in an AWS CodeDeploy deployment group
associated with its Amazon EC2 instances. After some time, the deployment fails. The engineer realizes that all the
events associated with the specific deployment ID are in a Skipped status, and code was not deployed in the instances
associated with the deployment group. 

What are valid reasons for this failure? (Choose two.) 

A. The networking configuration does not allow the EC2 instances to reach the internet via a NAT gateway or internet
gateway, and the CodeDeploy endpoint cannot be reached. 

B. The IAM user who triggered the application deployment does not have permission to interact with the CodeDeploy
endpoint. 

C. The target EC2 instances were not properly registered with the CodeDeploy endpoint. 

D. An instance profile with proper permissions was not attached to the target EC2 instances. 

E. The appspec.yml file was not included in the application revision. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the expected behavior if Ansible is called with `ansible-playbook -i localhost playbook.yml\\'? 

A. Ansible will attempt to read the inventory file named `localhost\\' 

B. Ansible will run the plays locally. 

C. Ansible will run the playbook on the host named `localhost\\' 

D. Ansible won\\'t run, this is invalid command line syntax 

Correct Answer: A 

Ansible expects an inventory filename with the `-i\\' option, regardless if it is a valid hostname. For this to execute on the
host `localhost\\' resolves to, a comma needs to be appended to the end. 

Reference: http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/intro_inventory.html#inventory 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has developed a Node.js web application which provides REST services to store and retrieve time series
data. The web application is built by the Development team on company laptops, tested locally, and manually deployed
to a single on-premises server, which accesses a local MySQL database. The company is starting a trial in two weeks,
during which the application will undergo frequent updates based on customer feedback. The following requirements
must be met: 

1.
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 The team must be able to reliably build, test, and deploy new updates on a daily basis, without downtime or degraded
performance. 

2.

 The application must be able to scale to meet an unpredictable number of concurrent users during the trial. 

Which action will allow the team to quickly meet these objectives? 

A. Create two Amazon Lightsail virtual private servers for Node.js; one for test and one for production. Build the Node.js
application using existing processes and upload it to the new Lightsail test server using the AWS CLI. Test the
application, and if it passes all tests, upload it to the production server. During the trial, monitor the production server
usage, and if needed, increase performance by upgrading the instance type. 

B. Develop an AWS CloudFormation template to create an Application Load Balancer and two Amazon EC2 instances
with Amazon EBS (SSD) volumes in an Auto Scaling group with rolling updates enabled. Use AWS CodeBuild to build
and test the Node.js application and store it in an Amazon S3 bucket. Use user-data scripts to install the application and
the MySQL database on each EC2 instance. Update the stack to deploy new application versions. 

C. Configure AWS Elastic Beanstalk to automatically build the application using AWS CodeBuild and to deploy it to a
test environment that is configured to support auto scaling. Create a second Elastic Beanstalk environment for
production. Use Amazon RDS to store data. When new versions of the applications have passed all tests, use Elastic
Beanstalk `swap cname\\' to promote the test environment to production. 

D. Modify the application to use Amazon DynamoDB instead of a local MySQL database. Use AWS OpsWorks to create
a stack for the application with a DynamoDB layer, an Application Load Balancer layer, and an Amazon EC2 instance
layer. Use a Chef recipe to build the application and a Chef recipe to deploy the application to the EC2 instance layer.
Use custom health checks to run unit tests on each instance with rollback on failure. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A company\\'s application is running on Amazon EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group. A DevOps engineer needs to
ensure there are at least four application servers running at all times. Whenever an update has to be made to the
application, the engineer creates a new AMI with the updated configuration and updates the AWS CloudFormation
template with the new AMI ID. After the stack finishes, the engineer manually terminates the old instances one by one,
verifying that the new instance is operational before proceeding. The engineer needs to automate this process. 

Which action will allow for the LEAST number of manual steps moving forward? 

A. Update the CloudFormation template to include the UpdatePolicy attribute with the AutoScalingRollingUpdate policy. 

B. Update the CloudFormation template to include the UpdatePolicy attribute with the AutoScalingReplacingUpdate
policy. 

C. Use an Auto Scaling lifecycle hook to verify that the previous instance is operational before allowing the DevOps
engineer\\'s selected instance to terminate. 

D. Use an Auto Scaling lifecycle hook to confirm there are at least four running instances before allowing the DevOps
engineer\\'s selected instance to terminate. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

Your application uses Amazon SQS and Auto Scaling to process background jobs. The Auto Scaling policy is based on
the number of messages in the queue, with a maximum Instance count of 100. Since the application was launched, the 

group has never scaled above 50. The Auto Scaling group has now scaled to 100, the queue size is increasing, and
very few Jobs are being completed. The number of messages being sent to the queue is at normal levels. 

What should you do to identify why the queue size is unusually high, and to reduce it? 

A. Temporarily increase the Auto Scaling group\\'s desired value to 200. When the queue size has been reduced,
reduce it to 50. 

B. Analyze the application logs to identify possible reasons for message processing failure and resolve the cause for
failures. 

C. Create additional Auto Scaling groups, enabling the processing of the queue to be performed in parallel. 

D. Analyze CloudTrail logs for Amazon SQS to ensure that the instances\\' Amazon EC2 role has permission to receive
messages from the queue. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An ecommerce company uses a large number of Amazon EBS backed Amazon EC2 instances. To decrease manual
work across all the instances, a DevOps Engineer is tasked with automating restart actions when EC2 instance
retirement events are scheduled. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. Create a scheduled Amazon CloudWatch Events rule to execute an AWS Systems Manager automation document
that checks if any EC2 instances are scheduled for retirement once a week. If the instance is scheduled for retirement,
the automation document will hibernate the instance. 

B. Enable EC2 Auto Recovery on all of the instances. Create an AWS Config rule to limit the recovery to occur during a
maintenance window only. 

C. Reboot all EC2 instances during an approved maintenance window that is outside of standard business hours. Set
up Amazon CloudWatch alarms to send a notification in case any instance is failing EC2 instance status checks. 

D. Set up an AWS Health Amazon CloudWatch Events rule to execute AWS Systems Manager automation documents
that stop and start the EC2 instance when a retirement scheduled event occurs. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/mt/automate-remediation-actions-for-amazon-ec2-notifications- and-beyond-
using-ec2-systems-manager-automation-and-aws-health/ 

 

QUESTION 7
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When writing plays, tasks and playbooks, Ansible fully supports which high level language to describe these? 

A. YAML 

B. Python 

C. XML 

D. JSON 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: This can be bit of a trick question. While Ansible Playbooks in this course are written in YAML, Ansible will
accept plays, tasks and playbooks in JSON, as JSON a subset of YAML. However, the preferred and fully supported
method is YAML. 

Reference: http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/YAMLSyntax.html 

 

QUESTION 8

Currently, your deployment process consists of setting your load balancer to point to a maintenance page, turning off ea
web application servers, deploying your code, turning the web application servers back on, and removing the 

maintenance page. Working with your development team, you\\'ve agreed that performing rolling deployments of your
software would provide a better user experience and a more agile deployment process. 

Which techniques could you use to provide a cost-effective rolling deployment process? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) API to write a service to return a list of servers based on the tags for
the application that needs deployment, and use Amazon Simple Queue Service to queue up all servers for a rolling
deployment. 

B. Re-deploy your application on AWS Elastic Beanstalk, and use Elastic Beanstalk rolling deployments. 

C. Re-deploy your application on an AWS OpsWorks stack, and take advantage of OpsWorks rolling deployments. 

D. Re-deploy your application using an AWS CloudFormation template, launch a new CloudFormation stack during
each deployment, and then tear down the old stack. 

E. Re-deploy your application using an AWS CloudFormation template with Auto Scaling group, and use update policies
to provide rolling updates. 

F. Using Amazon Simple Workflow Service, create a workflow application that talks to the Amazon EC2 API to deploy
your new code in a rolling fashion. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a high security requirement for your AWS accounts. What is the most rapid and sophisticated setup you can
use to react to AWS API calls to your account? 

A. Subscription to AWS Config via an SNS Topic. Use a Lambda Function to perform in-flight analysis and reactivity to
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changes as they occur. 

B. Global AWS CloudTrail setup delivering to S3 with an SNS subscription to the deliver notifications, pushing into a
Lambda, which inserts records into an ELK stack for analysis. 

C. Use a CloudWatch Rule ScheduleExpression to periodically analyze IAM credential logs. Push the deltas for events
into an ELK stack and perform ad-hoc analysis there. 

D. CloudWatch Events Rules which trigger based on all AWS API calls, submitting all events to an AWS Kinesis Stream
for arbitrary downstream analysis. 

Correct Answer: D 

CloudWatch Events allow subscription to AWS API calls, and direction of these events into Kinesis Streams. This allows
a unified, near real-time stream for all API calls, which can be analyzed with any tool (s) of your choosing downstream. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGuide/EventTypes.html#api_event_ty pe 

 

 

QUESTION 10

When using Amazon SQS how much data can you store in a message? 

A. 8 KB 

B. 2 KB 

C. 16 KB 

D. 4 KB 

Correct Answer: A 

With Amazon SQS version 2008-01-01, the maximum message size for both SOAP and Query requests is 8KB. If you
need to send messages to the queue that are larger than 8 KB, AWS recommends that you split the information into
separate messages. Alternatively, you could use Amazon S3 or Amazon SimpleDB to hold the information and include
the pointer to that information in the Amazon SQS message. If you send a message that is larger than 8KB to the
queue, you will receive a MessageTooLong error with HTTP code 400. 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has a mission-critical application on AWS that uses automatic scaling. The company wants the deployment
lifecycle to meet the following parameters: 

1.

 The application must be deployed one instance at a time to ensure the remaining fleet continues to serve traffic. 

2.
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 The application is CPU intensive and must be closely monitored. 

3.

 The deployment must automatically roll back if the CPU utilization of the deployment instance exceeds 85%. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Use AWS CloudFormation to create an AWS Step Functions state machine and Auto Scaling lifecycle hooks to move
to one instance at a time into a wait state. Use AWS Systems Manager automation to deploy the update to each
instance and move it back into the Auto Scaling group using the heartbeat timeout. 

B. Use AWS CodeDeploy with Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling. Configure an alarm tied to the CPU utilization metric. Use the
CodeDeployDefault.OneAtAtime configuration as a deployment strategy. Configure automatic rollbacks within the
deployment group to roll back the deployment if the alarm thresholds are breached. 

C. Use AWS Elastic Beanstalk for load balancing and AWS Auto Scaling. Configure an alarm tied to the CPU utilization
metric. Configure rolling deployments with a fixed batch size of one instance. Enable enhanced health to monitor the
status of the deployment and roll back based on the alarm previously created. 

D. Use AWS Systems Manager to perform a blue/green deployment with Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling. Configure an
alarm tied to the CPU utilization metric. Deploy updates one at a time. Configure automatic rollbacks within the Auto
Scaling group to roll back the deployment if the alarm thresholds are breached. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2016/09/aws-codedeploy-introduces- deployment-monitoring-
with-amazon-cloudwatch-alarms-and-automatic-deployment-rollback/ 

 

QUESTION 12

A Development team is adding a new country to an e-commerce application. This addition requires that new application
features be added to the shipping component of the application. The team has not decided if all new features should be 

added, as some will take approximately six weeks to build. While the final decision on the shipping component features
is being made, other team members are continuing to work on other features of the application. 

Based on this situation, how should the application feature deployments be managed? 

A. Add the code updates as commits to the release branch. The team can delay the deployment until all features are
ready. 

B. Add the code updates as commits to a feature branch. Merge the commits to a release branch as features are ready. 

C. Add the code updates as a single commit when a feature is ready. Tag this commit with "new-country." 

D. Create a new repository named "new-country". Commit all the code changes to the new repository. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

A DevOps engineer wants to deploy a serverless web application that is based on AWS Lambda. The deployment must
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meet the following requirements: 

Provide staging and production environments. 

Restrict developers from accessing the production environment. 

Avoid hardcoding passwords in the Lambda functions. 

Store source code in AWS CodeCommit. 

Use AWS CodePipeline to automate the deployment. 

What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets these requirements? 

A. Create separate staging and production accounts to segregate deployment targets. Use AWS Key Management
Service (AWS KMS) to store environment-specific values. Use CodePipeline to automate deployments with AWS
CodeDeploy. 

B. Create separate staging and production accounts to segregate deployment targets. Use Lambda environment
variables to store environment-specific values. Use CodePipeline to automate deployments with AWS CodeDeploy. 

C. Define tagging conventions for staging and production environments to segregate deployment targets. Use AWS Key
Management Service (AWS KMS) to store environment-specific values. Use CodePipeline to automate deployments
with AWS CodeDeploy. 

D. Define tagging conventions for staging and production environments to segregate deployment targets. Use Lambda
environment variables to store environment-specific values. Use CodePipeline to automate deployments with AWS
CodeDeploy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Your company operates an application consisting of an AWS CloudFormation stack that contains a load balancer, an
Auto Scaling group of web servers, and an Amazon RDS instance. To save time and costs, you update the current test
stack when testing minor changes, and create a new stack for major changes. As part of the testing procedure of your
application, each version needs to be registered once and only once with a Configuration Management Database
(CMDB). What cost-effective solution should you choose to perform this registration? 

A. Use Auto Scaling Leader Node functionality to notify the registration application from the UserData script of a single
Instance. Use the AWS CloudFormation cfn-hup helper application to receive template updates on the leader node,
which then notifies the CMDB. 

B. Define an AWS: :CloudFormation::CustomResource in the AWS CloudFormation template, with the application
version as one of its properties. Modify the CMDB to subscribe to the resource\\'s creation and update notifications. 

C. Define an AWS::CloudFormation::HttpRequest in the AWS CloudFormation template, and configure it to notify the
CMDB on stack creation and update. 

D. Define an AWS::EC2::Instance resource in the AWS CloudFormation template that is configured to run a UserData
script to notify the CMDB and then terminate itself on completion. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 15

You are creating a new API for video game scores. Reads are 100 times more common than writes, and the top 1% of
scores are read 100 times more frequently than the rest of the scores. What\\'s the best design for this system, using
DynamoDB? 

A. DynamoDB table with 100x higher read than write throughput, with CloudFront caching. 

B. DynamoDB table with roughly equal read and write throughput, with CloudFront caching. 

C. DynamoDB table with 100x higher read than write throughput, with ElastiCache caching. 

D. DynamoDB table with roughly equal read and write throughput, with ElastiCache caching. 

Correct Answer: D 

Because the 100x read ratio is mostly driven by a small subset, with caching, only a roughly equal number of reads to
writes will miss the cache, since the supermajority will hit the top 1% scores. Knowing we need to set the values
roughly 

equal when using caching, we select AWS ElastiCache, because CloudFront cannot directly cache DynamoDB queries,
and ElastiCache is an excellent in-memory cache for database queries, rather than a distributed proxy cache for
content 

delivery. ... One solution would be to cache these reads at the application layer. Caching is a technique that is used in
many high-throughput applications, offloading read activity on hot items to the cache rather than to the database. Your 

application can cache the most popular items in memory, or use a product such as ElastiCache to do the same. 

Reference: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/best-practices.html#%20Guideli%
20nesForTables.CachePopularItem 
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